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which stimuli are organized and go to make up conscious experience is explained by
re-entrant signalling, a theory that seeks to show how neuronal activity and networks
of the range and complexity needed for a functioning human brain are integrated

and organized so as to explain human consciousness. ‘Re-entry’ is a heuristic
capturing the idea of recursive signalling among neurons and neuronal networks all
the way up. McMahon uses this framework to argue that aesthetic form stimulates

the system in such a way as to leave a gap that is filled by a ‘free-floating concept’
which functions like Kantian aesthetic ideas [143].

In familiar naturalistic manner, then, McMahon seeks to explain what something

is—in this case, beauty—by reference to how it comes to be, here through a causal
account of aesthetic experience in terms of response to aesthetic stimuli. Despite the
novelty of the terms, the idea that beauty arises from the successful fit between mind
and world has a long philosophical pedigree. The problem, as I see it, is that this

functional view cannot sustain the rational ideas claim that supports the elevated
conception of beautyMcMahon defends. The whole point about rational ideas is that,
while they respond to needs that arise in us but which remain unfulfilled because of our

cognitive limitations, they are not fantastical; otherwise how could aesthetic judgments,
which are so intimately connected with such ideas, have any cognitive value? Either
rational ideas give us clues about values and aspirations that are worth having, or they

are quaint by-products of the system. At one point in the text, McMahon observes
rational ideas are the objects of an ‘irrational [sic] interest’ [34]. At first reading, I
considered ‘irrational’ to be a misprint (the book has a few); on reflection it might not

be one. If it is not, then it is unclear howMcMahon can hold on to the cognitive value of
beauty which she defends with statements such as ‘Beauty reveals the world to us in all
its glory’ [86]. If aesthetic judgment is the effect of the ‘evolutionary adaptive’
psychological processes [84] which McMahon describes, then it is perfectly possible

that beauty is a useful pleasure, contributing to the tasks of survival, but this is taking it
down a notch or two from the elevated account we find elsewhere in the book.

Despite my reservations about the success of the fusion of idealism and naturalism

McMahon attempts in this book, she pursues her synthetic vision with verve and
determination, claiming a place for constructive philosophy within a paradigm
shaped by science, while also conveying forcefully the seriousness and importance of

her topic.

Katerina Deligiorgi
University of Sussex
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Daniel Stoljar’s Physicalism is the most sustained investigation to date of
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philosophy of science, the philosophy of philosophy, and placement problems in all

areas of philosophy. According to the editors at Routledge, Physicalism is aimed at
‘undergraduate and graduate students’, but Stoljar’s in-depth discussion will be
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useful for the most advanced research professor as well. The book is well written and
carefully argued. The reader might disagree with what Stoljar says, or think that he
has given a theoretical option short shrift, but the reader is never left wondering,

‘What is he trying to say here?’
Stoljar covers the basics surrounding physicalism and materialist approaches to

the mind in general, but he also argues for an ambitious and controversial thesis. He

claims that ‘there is no thesis of physicalism that is both true and deserving of the
name’ [90]. Thankfully, this thesis is not as damaging for contemporary debates in
philosophy of mind as one might have thought. Stoljar also argues that physicalism

plays ‘an inessential role’ in several prominent arguments, including the conceiva-
bility and knowledge arguments for dualism [195–7].

After some preliminary investigation, Stoljar settles on the following template for
defining physicalism:

(Template) Every instantiated property is necessitated by some instantiated physical

property.

This template leaves a lot of lee-way—it says nothing about what it takes for a
property to count as physical. Stoljar investigates an array of options; they are all

found wanting. The result is the following argument [90]:

(P1) In formulating physicalism, we must operate with the Starting Point View or some

liberalized version of the Starting Point View.

(P2) If we operate with the Starting Point View, it is possible to articulate a version of

physicalism that deserves the name, but that version is false.

(P3) If we operate with a liberalized version of the Starting Point View, it is possible to

articulate a version of physicalism that is true, but that version does not deserve the

name, because either:

(a) it is true at possible worlds where no version of physicalism should be true; or

(b) it is false at possible worlds where no version of physicalism should be false.

Therefore,

(C) There is no version of physicalism that is both true and deserving of the name.

Starting Point Physicalism is the conjunction of (Template) with the following

account of which properties are physical:

(SP) F is a starting point physical property iff:
(a) F is one of the distinctive properties of physical objects; and
(b) F is expressed by a predicate of a physical theory; and

(c) F is objective; and
(d) F is a property we could come to know about through the methods of

science; and
(e) F is not one of the distinctive properties of souls, ectoplasm, ESP, etc.

It is worth mentioning that the ‘physical objects’ Stoljar has in mind are ordinary
ones such as rocks, mountains, and tables. Here’s an argument for (P2), according to
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which Starting Point Physicalism is falsified by contemporary physics. ‘Being in a
super-position’ is not a distinctive feature of ordinary physical objects. Electrons can
be in super-positions, but an electron’s being in a super-position is not necessitated

by any instantiated property distinctive of ordinary physical objects, because ‘is in a
super-position’ is not a property distinctive of ordinary physical objects. Therefore,
Starting Point Physicalism is false.

I do not wish to question premise (P1) or (P2). (P3) is where the action is: Stoljar is
right that some liberalized version of the starting point view is the better hope for a
satisfactory formulation of physicalism. All such views start from the template above

and differ only in their answer to the question, ‘What does it take for a property to
count as physical?’ I cut straight to my favourite of Stoljar’s candidates. According
to Possible Theory Physicalism:

(}-Physical) A property is physical iff ‘it figures in the true physical theory of some

possible world’.

If scientists reveal tomorrow that there are no electrons, then electrons will not be on
the roster of actually instantiated physical properties. But electrons might have been
instantiated, and worlds that contain electrons are not thereby anti-physicalist.

(}-Physical) captures this idea that the roster of physicalistically acceptable
properties goes beyond those instantiated at the actual world. However, (}-Physical)
leads naturally to another question: ‘Given a possible world, which is the physical

theory of that world?’ Stoljar’s answer [81] is:

(Physical-Theory) ‘A physical theory is a theory that explains the behaviour and

constitution of ordinary physical objects and related objects.’

Combining these two claims with (Template) yields Possible Theory Physicalism:

(Poss-Physicalism) Every instantiated property is necessitated by some

instantiated physical property. A property is physical iff it figures

in the true theory that explains the behaviour and constitution of

ordinary physical objects and related objects at some possible

world.

(Poss-Physicalism) is suspect. Consider the following case. Rocks are paradigm
ordinary physical objects. In some possible world, rocks have souls, and occasionally
engage in behaviour that can be explained only by reference to these souls. (Poss-

Physicalism) implies that having a soul is a physical property, and that, as long as no
other funny business is going on, physicalism is true at the rock-soul world. This is
the wrong result, and (Physical-Theory) is the culprit. Instead of saying that the

physical theory of the rock-soul world mentions souls, one should instead say that
there is no true physical theory of the rock-soul world. The problems with (Physical-
Theory) infect (Poss-Physicalism).

Stoljar considers potential solutions. But all his fixes involve explicitly excluding
certain types of phenomena (e.g. souls) from counting as physical. He never
considers abandoning the condition expressed in (Physical-Theory). (I will not
explore this theoretical option, but it is a promising line of inquiry for the defender of

possible theory physicalism.) On Stoljar’s revised conception of possible theory
physicalism, ‘F is a physical property if and only if: (a) F is expressed by a predicate
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of a physical theory that is true at some possible world; and (b) F is not one of the
distinctive properties of souls, ectoplasm, etc.’ [82]. Stoljar provides counterexamples
to revised possible theory physicalism using ‘primitive chemistry world’, in which

chemical properties are fundamental, and not necessitated by the properties of our
physics. According to Stoljar, revised possible theory physicalism is true at the
primitive chemistry world. But, intuitively, physicalism is false at this world. After

all, the primitive chemistry world was one of Broad’s [1925] classic examples of how
a world could fail to satisfy physicalism. Therefore, revised possible theory
physicalism fails the gauntlet of cases, and ‘is not deserving of the name’ of

physicalism.
A possible response here is to iterate the previous strategy. We can just explicitly

exclude fundamental chemical properties from counting as physical, in the same way
that we excluded souls and ectoplasm. Stoljar would come back with more

counterexamples (his pockets are full of them). At each stage, we can expand the
catalogue of properties that are excluded from counting as physical. Two points
should be made here.

First, one of the culprits here is Stoljar’s conception of ‘physical’ as ‘whatever is
necessary to explain the behaviour and constitution of ordinary physical objects and
related objects’. This conception immediately leads to problems in any world in

which ordinary physical objects have weird, intuitively non-physical, properties. The
second point is more fundamental: we need not abandon physicalism because we
cannot avoid all of Stoljar’s clever counterexamples.

The most promising strategy for the possible theory physicalist is to stop looking
for necessary and sufficient conditions for a property’s being physical, and for
whether a world satisfies ‘physicalism’. Possible theory physicalism does a pretty
good job of capturing the intuitive commitments of physicalism (a far better job than

most of the rivals considered in the book). There are problematic cases. The search
for necessary and sufficient conditions in philosophy is notoriously difficult and
rarely meets with success. Why expect anything different here?

Furthermore, we already have an excellent grasp on physicalism, and on which
worlds satisfy physicalism and which do not. Stoljar’s method of cases presupposes
this. He argued that revised possible theory physicalism was not deserving of the

name because primitive chemistry world satisfied it but intuitively primitive
chemistry world should not satisfy any definition of physicalism. This argumenta-
tive method assumes that we already have a good grip on what physicalism is, and
on the worlds at which physicalism is true. The same point applies to the term

‘physical’.
Stoljar commits possible theory physicalism to the impossible task of giving a

definition of ‘physical’ using only the notions of a theory and of an ordinary physical

object. We cannot build a counterexample-free definition of ‘physicalism’ or
‘physical’ from these materials. What follows from this? He seems to think that, in
combination with similar arguments against other formulations, it shows that ‘there

is no version of physicalism that is both true and deserving of the name’. I think it
shows far less.

The stance I am suggesting does not entail that Stoljar’s meticulous search for

conditions under which physicalism is true is pointless. The search for a precise
formulation that articulates the commitments of a physicalism of which we already
have an intuitive grasp has many benefits. It precisifies borderline cases, separates
different conceptions that have played a historical role, and illuminates what is and is

not central to the original concept of physicalism. In the post-necessary-and-
sufficient conditions age of philosophy, I’m not sure we can expect more. Stoljar
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gives us all of this. His inquiry is worthwhile, informative, and enlightening. I highly
recommend it to any student of physicalism or any area of metaphysics of mind. My
only complaint is that, at the end of inquiry, he draws the wrong conclusion: that

there is no thesis of physicalism that is both potentially true and deserving of the
name. I claim that there is such a thesis. It’s called ‘physicalism’, and Stoljar’s
‘possible theory physicalism’ comes pretty close, though not all the way, to

articulating its commitments.1

Physicalism contains much more than a discussion of potential formulations of
physicalism and an argument for the controversial claim. I briefly touch on some

highlights here. Stoljar argues that Hempel’s dilemma has played far too prominent a
role in contemporary philosophy of mind. He argues that the dilemma is
fundamentally mistaken and replaces it with his own (Chapter 5). Stoljar describes
how to formulate many of the popular arguments often expressed using the term

‘physicalism’ without it. Thus, arguments such as the conceivability and knowledge
arguments for dualism can retain their interest despite the Stoljarian revelation that
there is no thesis of physicalism that is both potentially true and deserving of the

name.
The discussion of necessitation dualism is particularly interesting. It is common-

place in contemporary literature to define physicalism as a claim about necessitation

or supervenience. Such a definition is convenient. It avoids problems that plagued
token and type identity views, and makes physicalism straightforwardly compatible
with multiple realization. Most arguments against physicalism are arguments against

the necessitation of all the facts from the physical facts (e.g. Jackson’s [1982]
knowledge argument and Chalmers’s [1996] zombie argument both fit this mould).
Far less attention has been paid, in contemporary philosophy of mind, to the
question of whether necessitation is sufficient for physicalism. Stoljar tackles this oft-

neglected challenge head on. His discussion is, in the end, inconclusive. But he should
be applauded for addressing a difficult and under-researched topic.

There is far more in Physicalism than I can describe here. Of course, there is the

requisite discussion of the arguments for and against physicalism. The book is
accessible to the advanced undergraduate and covers all the basic lines of thought
surrounding materialism. But it also contains controversial theses (there is no

physicalism, Hempel’s dilemma is a mistake) that will grab the attention of and
demand replies from the most advanced researchers. It’s all done in crystal clear
modus ponens style. Physicalism gives us everything for which we could reasonably
ask, and more.

Gabriel Rabin
University of California, Los Angeles
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1I disagree with the conclusion of Stoljar’s argument, so which premise do I deny? I think I deny premise
(P3), which says that no liberalized version of the starting point view is deserving of the name ‘physicalism’.
But it is possible that the conception I have in mind for physicalism is neither the starting point view, nor a
liberalized version of it, in which case I deny (P1).
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